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Book 1—
(a) "THE EAR-MARKS OF TRUE RELIGION; or WHAT TAKES PLACE AFTER DEATH."
   This is a careful examination of Scripture, to enable one to meet the various heresies of the present day, such as soul-sleeping, transmigration, purgatory, and so forth.
(b) "GOD'S GREAT DIVISIONS OF THE WORLD'S HISTORY."
   This lecture contains the fundamentals of all Bible Study, and more especially of prophecy.
   Book 1 costs 25 cents, plus postage.

Book 2—
(a) "THE SECOND COMING OF CHRIST"
(b) "The ZIONIST MOVEMENT"
   (This movement is of the greatest interest to all students of prophecy).
(c) "DANIEL'S SEVENTIETH WEEK"
   The period divisions of the final seven years preceding the Millennium. This Lecture contains something not found in other prophetic books.
   Book 2 costs 25 cents, plus postage.

Book 3—
(a) "THE ANTI-CHRIST: SYSTEM or INDIVIDUAL"
(b) "THE ANTI-CHRIST: DEMON"
   These two lectures trace out the Scriptural teaching regarding this terrible creature to come. They show that the Anti-Christ is to be a Turkish Jew, who shall become King of Russia and lead the nations of the world in the Battle of Armageddon.
(c) "THE BATTLE OF ARMAGEDDON; REAL or FIGURATIVE."
   Book 3 sells for 25 cents, plus postage.

Lecture 10—
"THE SEVEN TIMES OF ISRAEL"
   This Lecture calls attention to the perfect and accurate fulfilment of all prophecies concerning Israel. It sells for 15 cents, plus postage.

Lecture 11—
"WHAT THE BIBLE SAYS ABOUT TURKEY"
   This Lecture contains a discussion of the modern names of the nations mentioned in the Scriptures. It opens up a field to the student, that will prove profitable if followed out. It sells for 15 cents, plus postage.

Book 6—
(a) "THE FUTURE METROPOLIS OF THE WORLD'S COMMERCE"
   The question whether Babylon, the great city of old, will be rebuilt, is discussed in this lecture.
(b) "BABYLON, ROME AND DENOMINATIONALISM"
   In this Lecture the development of the religious conditions from the days of Babylon down to the present is dealt with from a prophetic aspect. Book 6 sells for 25 cents, plus postage.

Book 7—
"THREE INTRODUCTORY LECTURES to the STUDY of REVELATION"
   The great difficulty in studying this book is brought out in these Lectures, and the student is prepared to enter the study from the proper viewpoint, and ready for the difficulties that he shall meet therein.
   Book 7 sells for 25 cents, plus postage.
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God's Great Prophecies - Listing in 1920's
God's Great Prophecies

Lectures from the pen of the late William Aberhart, B. A.
- Postpaid 25c each -

LECTURE No. 1.—*The Ear-marks of True Religion;* or—What takes place after death.
This is a careful examination of Scripture, to enable one to meet the various heresies of the present day, such as Soul-sleeping - Transmigration - Purgatory etc. etc.

LECTURE No. 2—*God's great Divisions of the world's History.*
The greatest essential of all true Bible study.

BOOK No.2— (includes two lectures)
(a) *Is Christ’s Coming Again a Reality or a Mere Fancy?*
The first question of all Prophetical study.
(b) *The Signs of the Times or Is Christ’s Coming at Hand?*

BOOK No. 3—(Includes three lectures)
(a) **THE ANTI-CHRIST** — System or Individual?
(b) **THE ANTI-CHRIST** — Man or Demon?
These two lectures trace out the Scriptural teaching regarding this terrible creature to come. They show that the Anti-Christ is to be a Turkish Jew, who shall become King of Russia and lead the nations of the world in the Battle of Armageddon.
(c) **THE BATTLE OF ARMAGEDDON;** The Climax of Battles.

LECTURE No. 12-THE LATEST OF MODERN MOVEMENTS
or what about the Revised Version of the Bible.

LECTURE No. 15-ECCLESIASTIES—The Wisdom under the Sun.
An investigation Extraordinary made by the Wisest man that ever lived.

LECTURE No. 16. - Three Introductory Lectures to the study of REVELATION. — God’s masterpiece of Prophecy.
The great difficulty in studying this book is brought out in these Lectures, and the student is prepared to enter the study from the proper viewpoint, and ready for the difficulties that he will meet therein.

*Address —CALGARY PROPHETIC BIBLE INSTITUTE*
516 Eighth Avenue W., Calgary, Alberta
LECTURE No. 13

This Book Contains TWO LECTURES

Of a Series of Six upon the Prophetic Interpretations of the Great Movements of Today

13—"THE FUTURE METROPOLIS OF THE WORLD’S COMMERCE."

14—"BABYLON, ROME and DENOMINATIONALISM, or the Trend of Religion Down the Ages."

15—"MODERN RELIGION vs. CHRISTIANITY, or Ancient Customs and Traditions Brought Up-to-date."

16—"THE LATEST MODERN MOVEMENTS or the Growing Craze for Bible Revision."

17—"CHURCH UNION IN THE LIGHT OF PROPHECY, or the Ultimate Result of the Movement."

18—"REMARKABLE PROPHECIES REGARDING PALESTINE, or the Outcome of the Zionist Movement."